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Abstract—Since modern electric systems require to support
various power-demand operations for user applications and
system maintenance, they need advanced power management that
jointly considers power demand by the operations and power
supply from various sources, such as batteries, solar panels, and
supercapacitors. In this paper, we develop a power scheduling
framework for a reliable energy storage system with multiple
power-supply sources and multiple power-demand operations.
First, we provide an ofﬂine power-supply guarantee such that
every power-demand operation completes its execution in time
while the sum of power required by individual operations does
not exceed the total power supplied by the entire energy storage
system at any time. We ﬁnd similarities between this and a realtime scheduling problem, and make a power-supply guarantee
using real-time scheduling techniques. Second, we propose online
power management that efﬁciently utilizes the surplus power
(available at run-time) for system performance improvement.
Our experimental results on a prototype demonstrate that the
proposed framework not only guarantees the required powersupply, but also enhances system performance by up to 33.1%.

I.

ity. Moreover, renewable power sources (e.g., solar, wind and
geothermal energy) enhance the system’s power capacity and
reduce the load intensity on batteries and supercapacitors, thus
prolonging their lifetime [18–22].
Researchers have studied the optimal design of a HESS to
meet the power demands at minimum cost [13, 23–26]. They
ﬁrst explored possible storage conﬁgurations (i.e., size, type,
connection) of multiple power-source supplies and storages,
and then selected the best conﬁguration by comparing the
performance and the energy production cost. Search for an
optimal design iterates to generate candidate conﬁgurations
until one of the candidates satisﬁes the pre-deﬁned performance and cost criteria [24]. However, these approaches do not
guarantee power-sufﬁciency during operation, as the electric
load and criteria are determined based on the load history or
the designer’s experience and intuition.
To ensure the power sufﬁciency, we will develop a power
scheduling and analysis framework for a reliable energy storage system with multiple power-supply sources and multiple
power-demand operations, which achieves the following goals.

I NTRODUCTION

Most electric systems, such as electric vehicles, mobile
robots, nano satellites, and drones, have to perform various mechanical/electrical operations for their intended applications.
For example, a drone needs to (i) operate the ﬂight motors to
ﬂy, (ii) power sensors, coolers, and communication modules,
(iii) operate the camera and stepper motors to take pictures and
deliver parcels, and (iv) perform the computation necessary
to maintain its stability (see Fig. 3 in the supplementary
ﬁle [1]). These multiple power-demand operations impose
different power demands on the system and may be triggered
at different times, requiring the system to effectively provide
time-varying supply of power [2–7]. Existing studies on the
power scheduling problem focused on the reduction of peak
power by scheduling multiple power-demand operations and
analysis thereof [8–11].

Ofﬂine power-supply guarantee: We provide an ofﬂine guarantee to complete every operation before its
deadline (i.e., operation-level power guarantee) while
keeping the amount of power supplied to the entire
system no smaller than the sum of power required by
individual operations at any time instant (i.e., systemlevel power guarantee).

G2.

Online power management: We develop online
power management that effectively utilizes the difference between the worst-case supplied/demanded
power and the actual one for system performance
improvement.

This is a typical cyber-physical systems (CPS) problem in that
we should address power scheduling and its analysis in the
cyber space, based on comprehensive understanding of the
physical characteristics of power supply and demand.

However, a complete solution of the power scheduling
problem also needs to characterize energy storages/sources
because it affects power capability for the power-demand
operations. We address this need by targeting hybrid energy
storage systems (HESSes) comprised of multiple power-supply
sources and storages, such as batteries, supercapacitors, and
renewable energy sources, whose concept and implementation
have been proposed and explored in [5, 12–17]. A combination of high-energy-density batteries and high-power-density
supercapacitors enables the system to supply the required timevarying power for a longer time, improving system sustainabil978-1-5090-5303-2/16 $31.00 © 2016 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/RTSS.2016.23

G1.

To achieve G1, we ﬁnd similarities between the powersupply guarantee problem and a real-time scheduling problem
that determines the execution order of real-time tasks; while
the operation-level power guarantee corresponds to the tasklevel deadline satisfaction, the system-level power guarantee
matches the computing platform’s capacity constraint. Using
the techniques of real-time scheduling, we solve the powersupply guarantee problem in two steps. First, we address
the case of multiple power-demand operations with a single,
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uniform power-supply source (e.g., a battery pack), and develop a scheduling framework and ofﬂine power guarantee
analysis. Based on the scheduling and analysis framework, we
address the general problem—multiple power-demand operations with multiple power-supply sources. For the second step,
we develop two scheduling frameworks to utilize additional
sporadic power-supply sources: one for sharing additional
power-supply sources by all power-demand operations, and the
other for assigning the sources to only some of power-demand
operations. Our solution for G1 not only demonstrates that the
technique of real-time scheduling helps solve a CPS problem,
but also addresses the design problem of a HESS by ﬁnding
a combination of energy storages at minimum cost.

Sections IV and V present the power scheduling and analysis framework for the ofﬂine power-supply guarantee, while
Section VI details online power management. Section VII
implements our solutions on a prototype and evaluates their
power sufﬁciency and reduction of peak power dissipation.
Finally, the paper concludes with Section VIII.
II.

As the ﬁrst step for ofﬂine power-supply guarantee and
online power management, we investigate the characteristics
of power-demand operations and power-supply sources.

In addition to making the ofﬂine power-supply guarantee
(G1), we develop online power management (G2), which
aims at increasing the utilization of the energy generated by
renewable power-supply sources. That is, scheduling multiple
power-supply sources and power-demand operations according
to G1 necessarily yields surplus energy since G1 considers the
worst case, i.e., the largest power demand and the smallest
power supply. While we can utilize the surplus energy for
improving various performance aspects of a HESS, we focus
on the reduction of the peak power of our main energy storage
(i.e., a battery pack) to improve its capacity and lifetime [16,
25, 27–30].

A. Power-demand operations
We consider typical mechanical/electrical operations that
are executed repeatedly to complete a given set of tasks. For
example, an operation that maintains a constant vehicle speed
would accelerate/decelerate motors repeatedly based on the
online collected speed data. In this closed-loop control system,
the operation updates the required acceleration and requests it
to the motor controller at every control period — the operation
requires a certain level of power, and must be completed within
its control period.

We have prototyped a HESS-powered system (Fig. 5 as
described in Section VII and Fig. 1 in the supplementary
ﬁle [1]) to validate the proposed solutions for G1 and G2. The
prototype consists of power-consuming components such as
wheel motors, stepper motors, coolers, sensors and converters,
whose operations are controlled by an application. The prototype is powered by a HESS consisting of Lithium-ion batteries,
ultra-capacitors (UCs), and solar panels. When designing this
prototype, we determine the sizes of batteries, UCs and solar
panels that ensure the worst-case power sufﬁciency based on
the ofﬂine power-supply guarantee G1. At run-time, the master
board schedules the power-demanding operations with ﬁxedpriority scheduling, and determines the power distribution
among batteries, UCs, and solar panels according to online
power management G2. Our experimental results show that
the prototype not only supplies a sufﬁcient amount of power
to the components during their operation, and but also reduces
the battery’s peak power by 33.1%.

We model the power-demand operations as follows. A
system has a set of mechanical/electrical operations λ =
{λ1 , λ2 , . . . , λnd }, where nd is the number of operations.1
The power usage of λi is modeled by the minimum interarrival time Tid , its maximum power consumption Pid , and the
maximum length of execution Ldi . Each operation is assumed
to be non-preemptive; unlike a computing task executed on a
processor, a preemption of an operation on a power system
either yields incorrect system behavior or incurs signiﬁcant
cost. The former happens because the physical state of devices
before a preemption is not necessarily identical to that after the
preemption, e.g., revolutions of a motor per minute. The latter
also makes sense in that most power-consuming devices are
deployed in a distributed manner, so a preemption and its reactivation entail non-trivial communication/operation overhead
such as sending a message via communication channel, pausing the mechanical/electrical operation, and sending back a
preemption completion message to the master controller. Each
operation is also assumed to be rigid, i.e., providing more
power does not reduce the execution length.

In summary, this paper makes the following main contributions:
•

Design of a power scheduling and analysis framework
that consists of (i) ofﬂine power-supply guarantee,
which is the ﬁrst power guarantee analysis applicable
to the design of a HESS, and (ii) online power management for a HESS to enhance the energy storage’s
performance,

•

Demonstration of the effectiveness of the proposed
framework via in-depth, realistic experiments, and

•

Solution of an important CPS problem using real-time
scheduling techniques.

C HARACTERISTICS OF P OWER -D EMAND O PERATIONS
AND P OWER -S UPPLY S OURCES

Considering the characteristics described so far, λi with
parameters Tid , Pid , and Ldi invokes its instances as follows.
Each instance’s release time is separated from the predecessor
by at least Ti time units, and each instance should be ﬁnished
within Ti time units after its release. Once starting to execute,
each instance performs its execution during at most Li time
units without any preemption, and the amount of actual power
consumption at t within the interval is denoted by Pid (t), which
is less than or equal to Pid .2
1 Throughout the paper, we use the superscripts d and s for power demand
and power supply, respectively.
2 Throughout the paper, P (t) implies the actual power demand/supply at
t, and P represents the maximum/minimum power demand/supply. Also, we
use the term of an “operation” for an “instance” of the operation, when no
ambiguity arises.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes
the characteristics of power-supply sources and power-demand
operations, and Section III formally states our main problem.
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Tis . Let Pis (t) is the actual supplied power at t from Γi . Power
generation from Γi may be unpredictable, which makes it
difﬁcult to derive the parameters of Γi . However, if we imagine
power generation from solar panels during daytime, we can
derive the parameters that express conservative behaviors in
terms of the amount of power generation; we will show an
example of Γi using our prototype in the evaluation section
(Fig. 2 in the supplementary ﬁle [1]). Note that parameters
s
amount
that provide “guarantee” of power supply (i.e., Pbat
of power for all time and Pis · Lsi amount of energy for every
Tis time units) will be utilized for the ofﬂine power guarantee,
while any surplus energy (the information which is available
only at run-time) will be stored in ΓUC and used for online
management for minimizing battery peak power. Also, we
assume that the energy ΓUC can store is sufﬁciently large so as
to accommodate power generated by all the renewable energy
sources.

(ii) Renewable energy sources

Solar panel
(iii) UC

(i)
Battery

Fig. 1.

Converter

Regenerative braking
system (RBS)

Electric
operations

Battery-centric hybrid energy storage system model

Finally, each operation has its own priority based on
the importance of the operation; we consider ﬁxed-priority
scheduling [31] using the predeﬁned operation-level priorities.
B. Power-supply sources
We consider a battery-centric hybrid energy storage system
(HESS) that is comprised of three parts: (i) an energy-dense
lithium-ion battery pack, (ii) a set of auxiliary renewable
energy sources, and (iii) a power-dense energy buffer as shown
in Fig. 1. Although relatively simple, this architecture contains
essential parts for advanced energy management, and each part
has been studied extensively [5, 12, 16, 32–34].

III.

P ROBLEM S TATEMENT AND S OLUTION A PPROACH

We ﬁrst present a formal problem statement for achieving
ofﬂine power-supply guarantee and online power management.
Then, we give high-level explanation how to solve the problem.
Problem statement. Using the characteristics of powerdemand operations and power-supply sources described in
Section II, we formally state the problem to be solved as:

While batteries are widely used as the main energy storage
due to their capability to store a large amount of energy and
deliver the required power, renewable energy sources such as
an RBS (Regenerative Braking System) and a solar panel,
supply power sporadically. For instance, an RBS in a vehicle
can supply power only when the vehicle decelerates, and the
amount of generated power is dependent on braking torque
that each brake can provide. A solar panel generates the energy
when sunlight strikes a solar cell. On the other hand, the energy
buffer accommodates surges of recharging current to protect
the battery and provide power when the power requirement
is high. Fig. 4 in the supplementary ﬁle [1] is an example
showing how the energy buffer works for accommodating
power supply from renewable energy sources and powering
requested operations.

Given a set of mechanical/electrical operations λ, the battery
pack Γbat , the energy buffer ΓUC , a set of auxiliary renewable
energy sources Γ, and the operation interval [0, tmax ),
d

s
Determine PUC
(t) and {Pid (t)}ni=1 for all t ∈ [0, tmax ) for
achieving the following objective function.



Minimize (S0)
Subject to (S1)

tmax
0

s
s
Pbat
(t) + Pbat-loss
(t) dt,
 d
 s
s
Pi (t) − PUC
(t) −
Pi (t)

λi ∈λ

Γi ∈Γ

s
s
(t) ≤ Pbat
,
= Pbat
s
s
(S2) PUC (t) ≤ PUC ,
(S3) Every instance of each operation λi ∈ λ ﬁnishes

Described below are notations and characteristics of abovementioned power-supply sources and storages. Let Γbat and
ΓUC denote the battery pack and the energy buffer corresponding to (i) and (iii), respectively, and they can supply a certain
amount of power, which are limited to their individual power
s
s
s
s
and PUC
, respectively; Pbat
(t) (≤ Pbat
)
capabilities Pbat
s
s
and PUC (t) (≤ PUC ) denote the actual power supply at t of
the corresponding sources. Let LsUC denote the minimum time
s
when the
interval for ΓUC to supply power as much as PUC
s
· LsUC amount
system starts, i.e., at t = 0, ΓUC has at least PUC
of energy.3 We assume that the target system halts when there
is no energy in the battery pack, meaning that we do not need
to specify the interval length of Γbat .

its execution within Tid time units after its release.
s

{Pis (t)}ni=1 are not control knobs in that their generated
power is immediately stored in ΓUC or served for powers
(t) is also not, because it is deterdemand operations. Pbat
d
s
mined once PUC (t) and {Pid (t)}ni=1 are determined as shown
in S1. For each Pid (t), we determine the time instant at
s
(t),
which each λi starts to execute. When it comes to PUC
we determine the amount of supplied power from ΓUC to λ at
each time instant t.
s
(t) in S0 denotes the amount of power dissipaPbat-loss
tion at t caused by the power supply of the battery pack; in
s
(t) of power due to supplying
other words, we lose Pbat-loss
s
Pbat (t) of power from the battery pack at t. Therefore, S0
implies the amount of energy used and dissipated by the battery
pack; since the former (i.e., the amount of energy used) is not
a control knob, we should reduce the latter (i.e., the amount
of energy dissipated) using a simple circuit-based battery
s
2
(t) = Ibat
(t) · Rbat (t), where Rbat (t)
model [35]: Pbat-loss
is a battery’s internal resistance, and Ibat (t) is the battery’s

As to (ii), let Γ = {Γ1 , Γ2 , ...Γns } denote a set of auxiliary
renewable energy sources, where ns (≥ 0) is the number of
elements in the set. Each energy source Γi is modeled with the
maximum inter-arrival time Tis , the minimum supplied power
Pis , and the minimum length of supply duration Lsi . That is, Γi
generates at least Pis amount of power during at least Lsi time
units at the end of every period whose length is no larger than
3 For example, the battery pack supplies energy to the energy buffer when
an electric vehicle turns on the ignition.
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The following steps are performed whenever at least one mechanical/electrical
operation is ﬁnished or released at t:
1: For each λk ﬁnished at t, Qrun ← Qrun \ {λk }
2: For each λk released at t, Qready ← Qready ∪ {λk }
3: Sort Qready by given operation-level ﬁxed-priorities
higher priority operation is chosen earlier) do
4: for λk ∈ Qready (a 
s −
d
5:
if Pkd ≤ Pbat
λi ∈Qrun Pi then
6:
Qrun ← Qrun ∪ {λk }
7:
Qready ← Qready \{λk }
8:
end if
9: end for

6HFWLRQ9

6HFWLRQ9,

Fig. 2. Outline of our power scheduling and analysis framework that consists
of ofﬂine power guarantee and online power management

discharge/charge current for supplying Pbat (t). Since power
dissipation is quadratically proportional to discharge/charge
battery current, the minimization of battery peak current may
reduce energy dissipation of the battery pack, potentially
extending the battery operation-time.

every operation in λ powered by the battery pack is performed
before its deadline without suffering any power shortage.

Solution approach. To achieve the above objective, we
develop a power scheduling and analysis framework that
consists of two steps, as shown in Fig. 2. In the ﬁrst step, we
focus on satisfaction of constraints S1, S2 and S3, achieving
ofﬂine power-supply guarantees to complete every operation
before its deadline while keeping the amount of power supplied
to the entire system no smaller than the sum of power required
by individual operations at any time instant. To this end, we
consider two sub-steps: one for the single, uniform powersupply source, and the other for the multiple power-supply
sources, both of which use parameters that exhibit the worstcase behaviors, e.g., Pid , not Pid (t). First, in Section IV we
will consider scheduling of λ only with Γbat , and develop a
power scheduling framework and its power guarantee analysis
that determines whether or not λ is always scheduled on time
without any power shortage under ﬁxed-priority scheduling.
Then, we extend the results for considering additional powersupply sources Γ. Adding Γ and using the fact that ΓUC has
the minimum energy when the system starts, in Section V we
will suggest two approaches that utilize the power from Γ:
one for sharing the power by all operations, and the other for
assigning the power to some operations. We also develop the
scheduling framework and power guarantee analysis for both
approaches.

A. Scheduling framework
We would like to schedule a set of multiple operations
(λ) so as to achieve a system-level and operation-level power
guarantee under the uniform supply from the battery pack
Γbat . By “system-level power guarantee,” we mean that the
sum of power demand at any time instant should be no larger
than maximum power capability of the battery pack, i.e.,

d
s
4
λi ∈λ Pi (t) ≤ Pbat , which is equivalent to S1. To achieve
the operation-level power guarantee, every operation should
receive sufﬁcient power within its period, which is S3.
Our scheduling framework employs the work-conserving
policy based on the worst-case power demand and operationlevel ﬁxed-priority scheduling policy. The former implies that
an operation λk can start to execute as long as its worstcase power demand Pkd (as opposed to the actual power
demand Pkd (t)) is no larger than the difference between the
s
and the sum of the
worst-case power
battery capability Pbat
demand of currently-executing operations λi ∈Qrun Pid . The
latter implies that the scheduling framework prioritizes the
operations that satisfy the above condition.
Since each operation exhibits the non-preemptive behavior
as described in Section II, an operation can start its execution
only when it is released or the other operation is ﬁnished,
and each operation, once started, continues its execution until
the completion. Therefore, the scheduling framework can be
expressed (as in Algorithm 1) by describing actions for the
situations. Lines 1–3 update the ready queue Qready that contains operations ready to execute, and the running queue Qrun
for currently-executing operations. Lines 4–9 select operations
to be started and move them from Qready to Qrun . Although
the scheduling framework prioritizes operations based on their
priorities, a lower-priority operation λj in Qready can start
its execution earlier than a higher-priority operation λk in
Qready ,if the remaining power capability of the system (i.e.,
s
− λi ∈Qrun Pid ) is larger than Pkd but, no larger than Pjd ,
Pbat
as described in line 5.

For the second step, Section VI aims to minimize S0
without compromising S1, S2 and S3. Since the ﬁrst step
is performed based on parameters that exhibit the worst-case
behaviors, a lot of energy is actually stored in ΓUC , coming
from the difference between Pis and Pis (t). To effectively
utilize the difference for minimizing S0, in Section VI we
propose an online power management framework to reduce
battery peak dissipation, thereby improving battery performance. Since greedy usage of the energy buffer may cause
energy shortage when it is needed to mitigate the subsequent
surges of power demand, we determine power supply of the
s
(t)) effectively, by considering the current
energy buffer (PUC
status of the energy buffer and the history of power demand.
IV.

S CHEDULING OF M ULTIPLE P OWER -D EMAND
O PERATIONS WITH A U NIFORM S UPPLY

Analogy with real-time scheduling. The scheduling
framework presented in Algorithm 1 is similar to gang scheduling [36] in the area of real-time scheduling, where Pid corresponds to the number of threads to be parallelized for a realtime task, and Ldi matches the WCET (Worst-Case Execution

In this section, we present how to schedule a set of powerdemand operations (λ) when the battery pack (Γbat ) is the sole
power-supply source. We ﬁrst develop a scheduling framework
that considers the characteristics of λ and Γbat described in
Section II. Under this scheduling framework, we then develop
an ofﬂine power guarantee analysis that determines whether

4 Since this section considers the sole supply of Γ
bat , we remove terms of
the energy buffer and a set of renewable power-supply sources in S1.
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Time) of each thread. Note that Pid is a continuous variable,
but the number of threads is a discrete value. While existing studies for gang scheduling have focused on preemptive
scheduling [36–38], we need non-preemptive gang scheduling.
In Section IV-B, we will develop an ofﬂine power guarantee
analysis, corresponding to the schedulability analysis of nonpreemptive gang scheduling, which is, to the best of our
knowledge, the ﬁrst attempt in the real-time scheduling ﬁeld.

execute before the start of λk ’s execution, if λi starts its execution before the release of λk . In this case, the energy demand
s
−Pkd +p )·min(Ldi −t , ),
is upper-bounded by min(Pid , Pbat
which is an upper-bound of Ik←i () for the ﬁrst sub-case of
Pid ≥ Pkd . If Pid < Pkd , then an upper-bound of Ik←i () can
be larger than the ﬁrst sub-case. That is, due to our worst-casebased work-conserving policy, it is possible for λi to start its
execution before the start of λk ’s execution, whenever λk does
not satisfy Line 5 of Algorithm 1 but λi does. In this case, we
use the general upper-bound Wi () as an upper-bound of the
second sub-case.

We also note that the similarity to gang scheduling holds
for the case of this section—multiple power-demand operations
only with the uniform supply; it is a new type of scheduling
problem to address the general case of multiple power-demand
operations and multiple power-supply sources, which will be
addressed in Section V.

Combining all the results discussed so far, we develop a
power guarantee analysis as follows.
Lemma 1: Suppose that every λk ∈ λ satisﬁes Eq. (2).
Then, every instance of every operation λk ∈ λ ﬁnishes its
execution within its period of length Tkd , while guaranteeing
the sum of power demands at any time instant is no larger than
the battery power capability (i.e., S1 and S3 hold).

B. Ofﬂine power guarantee analysis
Since each operation is non-preemptive, we need to check
if each operation λk can start its execution no later than (Tkd −
Ldk ) time units after its release; once it starts to execute, it
completes execution within its period without any preemption.
Therefore, we focus on the interval of length (Tkd − Ldk + t ),
which begins at the time of λk ’s release, and check whether
the sum of energy consumed by other operations within the
s
− Pkd + p ) · (Tkd − Ldk +
interval is strictly less than (Pbat
t ), where t and p denote the time and power quantum (the
smallest unit). Since the smallest power that prevents λk from
s
− Pkd + p ), the above
execution at each time instant is (Pbat
condition guarantees the start of λk ’s execution to be no later
than (Tkd − Ldk ) time units after its release.



Ik←i (Tkd − Ldk + t )

λi ∈λ\{λk }

<

s
− Pkd + p ) · (Tkd − Ldk + t ),
(Pbat

(2)

where Ik←i () = Wi (), if λk has a higher-priority than λi or
s
−Pkd +p )·min(Ldi −t , )
Pid < Pkd ; Ik←i () = min(Pid , Pbat
otherwise.
Proof: As discussed so far, Ik←i (Tkd − Ldk + t ) in Eq. (2)
is an upper-bound of the amount of energy demanded by
instances of λi in an interval of length (Tkd − Ldk + t ).
Therefore, if Eq. (2) holds, then there exists an instant t1
within the interval, such that the sum of power demands is
s
− Pkd ). This means that λk can
less than or equal to (Pbat
start its execution no later than (Tkd − Ldk ) time units after
its release, implying that λk ﬁnishes its execution within its
period.

The remaining step is then to calculate Ik←i (), the amount
of energy demanded by instances of λi within an interval of
length  that contributes to prevention of λk from starting its
execution. Note that for calculation of Ik←i (), we limit the
s
− Pkd + p ), since
power demand at each time instant to (Pbat
we need to know whether the sum of all power demands at
s
− Pkd + p ). Now,
each time instant is no smaller than (Pbat
we will describe how to calculate an upper bound of Ik←i ().

The lemma works not only for an ofﬂine power guarantee
for the case of the sole supply, but also for a basis to develop
an ofﬂine power guarantee for the general case to be discussed
in Section V. Also, the lemma can be used for addressing a
design problem: calculation of the minimum capability of the
battery cell that can supply given λ by ﬁnding the minimum
s
that satisﬁes the lemma for given λ.
Pbat

First, if λi has a higher priority than λk , then the upperbound of Ik←i () is the maximum energy demanded by λi in
an interval of length , which is calculated as
s
Wi () = min(Pid , Pbat
− Pkd + p ) ×
 

d
min , Ni () · Li + min(Ldi ,  + Tid − Ldi − Ni () · Tid ) , (1)

V. S CHEDULING OF M ULTIPLE P OWER -D EMAND
O PERATIONS WITH M ULTIPLE P OWER -S UPPLY S OURCES

+T d −Ld

where Ni () =  Ti d i . This calculation is similar to
i
the workload calculation of real-time scheduling [39]. Brieﬂy,
Ni () implies the number of instances of λi , and each of
their periods is completely included within the interval of
length  (including the ﬁrst instance of λi ), which contributes
s
− Pkd + p ) · Ni () · Ldi of energy to Wi ().
min(Pid , Pbat
The second part of Wi () represents the contribution of the
operation whose period is partially included in the interval of
length . Fig. 5 in the supplementary ﬁle [1] shows an example
s
−
of Wi () with Ni () = 2, which contributes min(Pid , Pbat
d
d
Pk +p )·2·Li of energy, and the third instance of λi contributes
s
− Pkd + p ) · min(Ldi ,  + Tid − Ldi − Ni () · Tid )
min(Pid , Pbat
of energy to Wi ().

This section addresses a more general situation than Section IV, in which additional power is sporadically generated
from multiple power-supply sources such as an RBS and a
solar panel, and immediately stored in the energy buffer or
used for power-demand operations. We will ﬁrst address a
scheduling challenge due to the existence of sporadic additional power supply. Then, we present two approaches,
depending on how to distribute the additional power supply
to power-demand operations.

Second, if λi has a lower priority than λk , then we consider
two sub-cases. Since each operation is non-preemptive, λi can

Unlike the situation where a battery pack is the only
power-supply source discussed in Section IV, a straightforward

A. A scheduling challenge
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s
Lemma 2: We can calculate Puni
using the following
equation.

approach cannot yield a system-level power guarantee, as
shown in the following example.
Example 1: Suppose that additional power is supplied by
Γ1 in [t1 , t2 ), while the battery pack is the only supply in
[t0 , t1 ) and [t2 , t3 ), where t0 < t1 < t2 < t3 , as shown in
Fig. 6 (a) in the supplementary ﬁle [1]. Also, there are two
s
and
operations λ1 and λ2 ready to execute at t0 , and λ1 ≤ Pbat
s
λ1 + λ2 > Pbat , as shown in Fig. 6 (b) in the supplementary
ﬁle [1]. Suppose that we apply the worst-case-based workconserving policy in Algorithm 1, implying we start execution
of an operation in the ready queue as long as the system has
enough remaining power supply to accommodate the worstcase power demand of the operation. Then, λ2 can start its
execution at t1 , but there is a problem at t2 , at which power
supplied by Γ1 ends. In [t2 , t3 ), the total amount of power
demand is strictly larger than that of power supply, entailing
either eviction of one of “non-preemptive” operations, or
risking power shortage in executing operations, both of which
are considered as a system failure.

s
Puni
=

•

f (ΓUC , t) +


Γi ∈Γ

f (Γi , t)

t

0≤t≤LCM

,

(3)

where LCM is the least common multiple of {Tis }Γi ∈Γ ,
s
f (ΓUC , t) = PUC
· min(t, LsUC ), and


f (Γi , t) =Pis ·

t
Tis

(4)


· Lsi

+ Pis · max 0, t −



t
Tis


· Tis − (Tis − Lsi ) .

(5)

Proof: Since the amount of energy in the energy buffer at
s
· LsUC , the amount of the supplied energy
t = 0 is at least PUC
s
·t if t ≤ LsUC , and at least
from the energy buffer in [0, t) is PUC
s
s
PUC · LUC otherwise, which is recorded in f (ΓUC , t) of Eq. (4).
For given t,  Tts  means the number of instances of λi whose
i
periods are completely included in [0, t), and each instance
generates energy no smaller than Pis · Lsi . The second term
of Eq. (5) presents the minimum energy generated by the last
instance
whose period is partially included in [0, t). Therefore,

Γi ∈Γ f (Γi , t) represents the amount of generated energy by
Γ in [0, t). Since we assume that the capacity of the energy
buffer is sufﬁciently large, we 
can always use power as much
f (ΓUC ,t)+ Γ ∈Γ f (Γi ,t)
i
as the lower-bound of
for 0 ≤ t ≤ LCM.
t

Example 1 shows the need for a more ﬁne-grained way to
handle additional sporadic power-supply sources. To meet this
need, we consider two policies depending on how to distribute
the additional supply as follows.
•

min

Calculate the additional “guaranteed” uniform supply
s
, meaning that additional power-supply sources
Puni
(and the energy buffer) can always provide power
s
(as the battery pack provides up
as much as Puni
s
s
; once
to Pbat ). This entails the calculation of Puni
it is calculated, we can reuse the power scheduling
and analysis framework presented in Section IV, by
s
s
to the existing uniform supply Pbat
. In
adding Puni
this case, all operations can share the power generated
by additional power-supply sources.

If LCM is very large or time-complexity is critically
important, e.g., for online admission control for operations,
s
, which is covered
we need a tractable way to calculate Puni
in Lemma 1 of the supplementary ﬁle [1].
Finally, we can check a power guarantee of this approach
s
with
by applying Lemma 1 for all λk ∈ λ and replacing Pbat
s
s
+ Puni
.
Pbat

Assign additional power to a partial set of operations.
Power generated by additional power-supply sources
(and stored in the energy buffer) is used only when the
operations in the partial set are executed. This entails
the way to divide power generated by additional
power-supply sources for individual power-demand
operations.

C. Dedicated supply approach

In this approach, we calculate the additional guaranteed
s
uniform supply Puni
from additional power-supply sources.
s
, we can reuse the scheduling framework
After calculating Puni
s
term in
in Algorithm 1. That is, we just change the Pbat
s
s
Line 5 to Pbat + Puni . The main issue of this approach is to
s
s
; the larger Puni
, the more operations
accurately calculate Puni
to be accommodated.

In this approach, we can determine λded , a set of operations completely powered by a set of additional power-supply
sources Γ and the energy buffer ΓUC . Once we determine
λded , operations in λ \ λded can be executed according to
Algorithm 1, and their power guarantee is judged by Lemma 1
with λ \ λded . On the other hand, each operation in λded is
fully supplied by Γ with ΓUC , and does not use power from
Γbat . Our policy is to execute each operation in λded at the
end of each period, which accommodates more operations in
λded (because this policy uses less initial energy from the
energy buffer). Formally, λk ∈ λded starts its execution at
r + Tkd − Ldk , where r is the release time of an instance of
λk , and ΓUC supplies Pkd (t) (≤ Pkd ) amount of power to λk
in [r + Tkd − Ldk , r + Tkd ).

s
The basic idea to obtain Puni
is to calculate the amount
of the minimum supplied energy in [0, t) by considering the
s
· LsUC of energy at
fact that the energy buffer has at least PUC
0 and each additional supply generates power at the end of its
instances’ periods. If we divide this amount by t and take the
s
in
minimum, we guarantee to supply power as much as Puni
[0, t), as stated in the following lemma.

Lemma 3: Every instance of every operation λk ∈ λded
ﬁnishes its execution at the end of each period (e.g., [r + Tkd −

In what follows, we will detail the above two approaches,
including their scheduling frameworks.
B. Uniform supply approach

Then, the remaining step is to determine λded . The basic
idea is to calculate the maximum energy demanded by λded in
[0, t) and the minimum energy supplied by Γ and ΓUC in [0, t).
We check whether the former is not larger than the latter at
all times, which is stated in the following lemma.
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Ldk , r + Tkd ) where r is the release time of an instance of λk ),
only with Γ and ΓUC , if the following inequality holds for all
t ∈ [0, LCM).


f (λi , t) ≤ f (ΓUC , t) +


f (λi , t)

+

f (Γi , t), and

Pbats

(6)

Time

t
·
Ti
Pid

tp


·

Ldi

Ebufa



t
· max 0, t −
Tid



Ebufa

Energy buffer

·

Tid

−

(Tid

−

Ldi )

.

Power supply
(additional)

(7)

Proof: Since f (λi , t) in Eq. (7) exhibits the same formula
as Eq. (5), it calculates the maximum energy demanded by λi
in [0, t) when its instances are executed at the end of their
periods. Therefore, the LHS (Left-Hand Side) of Eq. (6) is
the maximum energy demanded by λded in [0, t). On the
other hand, the RHS (Right-Hand Side) of the equation is the
minimum energy supplied by Γ and ΓUC in [0, t) as explained
in Lemma 2. Therefore, the lemma follows.

Charged energy from
renewable energy sources

Time

Fig. 3.

Online power management

Algorithm 2 Online Power Management
The following steps are performed at t0 , the beginning of each period of
length tp ,
m (t ) depending on the uniform/dedicated supply approach.
1: Calculate Ebuf
0
2 (t ).
2: Calculate Ebuf (t0 ) by 12 · Cbuf · Vbuf
0
s* (t ) as follows.
3: // Calculate Pbat
0
s* (t ) ← P s
4: Pbat
0
bat // The initial threshold is the battery capacity.
5: Eadd ← 0
m (t ) ≥ E
6: while Ebuf (t0 ) − Ebuf
add do
0
s* (t ) ← P s* (t ) − 
7:
Pbat
p
0
bat 0
t0
d
s* (t ), 0) dt
8:
Eadd = t −tp max(ΣPi (t) − Pbat
0
0
9: end while

Note that if time-complexity is important, we can use another
necessary condition presented in Lemma 2 in the supplementary ﬁle [1].
The remaining problem is then how to select λded that
satisﬁes Lemma 3 (or Lemma 2). Here we describe a simple,
but effective heuristic. We sort λi ∈ λ, based on the ratio of
the LHS to the RHS of Eq. (2). If the ratio of λi is larger
than that of λk , we interpret that λi is more difﬁcult to satisfy
Eq. (2) than λj . Therefore, starting from λded = ∅, we repeat
the following step until there is no operation to be moved: we
select an operation λj with the largest ratio among operations
in λ \ λded such that λded ∪ {λj } satisﬁes Lemma 3, and then
add λj to λded .

m
Ebuf
(t0 ) using the amount of energy consumed by λded based
on their maximum power demand parameters (i.e., Pid , not
Pid (t)) during the interval.
m
(t0 ) is calculated, we can utilize the energy
Once Ebuf
from ΓUC up to the difference between the amount of total
m
(t0 ).
energy stored in ΓUC at t0 (denoted by Ebuf (t0 )) and Ebuf
Note that we can measure the amount of energy in ΓUC
by monitoring the voltage level of ΓUC at t0 (denoted by
2
(t0 ), where Cbuf
Vbuf (t0 )), using Ebuf (t0 ) = 12 · Cbuf · Vbuf
is a constant representing the capacitance of ΓUC [16]. Lines
m
(t0 )
1 and 2 of Algorithm 2 represent the calculation of Ebuf
and Ebuf (t0 ).

Finally, we can check the power guarantee of this approach
by checking Lemma 1 only with λi ∈ λ \ λded . Note that for
λi ∈ λded , we automatically guarantee their power sufﬁciency
in that λded is constructed so as to supply all power demands
in λded by Γ and ΓUC without Γbat .
VI.

Pbats*

Pbats*

Γi ∈Γ

λi ∈λded

=Pid



Power demand

O NLINE P OWER M ANAGEMENT

If one performs a set of power-demand operations under a
set of power-supply sources that satisfy the ofﬂine power guarantee analysis in Section V, there will be extra energy stored
in the energy buffer as the analysis is based on the minimum
(not actual) power supply. Thus, we propose an online power
management framework, which adaptively controls power of
the energy buffer effectively to reduce the battery’s peak power
that achieves the goal in Section III.

Then, we utilize the extra energy up to as much as
m
Ebuf (t0 ) − Ebuf
(t0 ), for reducing the battery’s peak power.
We use energy from the energy buffer if the power usage
s*
(t0 ). We
of the battery pack is larger than a threshold Pbat
s*
(t0 ) for the current period [t0 , t0 + tp ), using
determine Pbat
the history of the previous period [t0 − tp , t0 ), which is the
amount of actual energy consumption by λ during that period.
As shown in Lines 3–9 of Algorithm 2, we repeat the following
s*
(t0 ), we check if the additional amount
process: for given Pbat
s*
(t0 )
energy to keep the peak demand no larger than Pbat
(denoted by Eadd ) is not larger than the available energy
m
s*
(t0 ). If yes, we increase Pbat
(t0 ) by p and
Ebuf (t0 ) − Ebuf
repeat the process; otherwise, we stop the process.

Our framework periodically controls power of the energy
buffer, as shown in Fig. 3 and Algorithm 2. At t0 , the beginning
of each period (for online power management) of length tp , we
calculate the amount of energy in ΓUC , which is necessary for
an ofﬂine power guarantee for the current period [t0 , t0 + tp )
m
(t0 )) as follows. For the uniform power(denoted by Ebuf
m
(t0 ) is simply calculated
supply approach in Section V-B, Ebuf
s
since the ofﬂine power guarantee exploits the
by tp · Puni
s
of power is always supplied by Γ. For
property that Puni
the dedicated supply approach in Section V-C, we calculate

m
s*
(t0 ) and Pbat
(t0 ), the online power
Finally, for given Ebuf
management framework controls the energy stored in the
energy buffer within a period [t0 , t0 + tp ) as follows. Suppose
that the battery pack should supply X amount of power if there
is no supply from ΓUC at t for the purpose of the peak power
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s*
reduction.5 Then, the energy buffer supplies X − Pbat
(t0 ) of
s*
m
(t0 )
(t0 ) and Ebuf (t) ≥ Ebuf
power, only when X ≥ Pbat
hold.

VII.

Tasks
Γ1
Γ2
Γ3
ΓUC
Γbat

E VALUATION

TABLE I.

We now evaluate our ofﬂine power-supply guarantee analysis and online power management, focusing on whether
or not they meet the goals stated in Section III. We ﬁrst
introduce a prototype consisting of sub-devices and a HESS,
and the required power-demand operations. We then present
experimental results, demonstrating the HESS’s power-supply
guarantee and reduction of energy dissipation. Fig. 4 shows
the overall evaluation process.

Tasks
λ1
λ2
λ3
λ4
λ5
TABLE II.

Fig. 4.

Power demand & supply model

Prototype design (hardware & software)
Online power management (Sec. V)

Power capability guarantee

Energy dissipation

T (s)
5
3
2
2
3
d

Ls (s)
2
1.5
0.2
3

P s (W )
3
3
0.2
3
40

P OWER SUPPLY

Ld (s)
1
1
1
1
2

P d (W )
12
9.6
6
6
7.2

P OWER DEMAND OPERATIONS

2) Applications and tasks: To make our experiments more
realistic, we have obtained real driving data from “The US
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)” [41]. Our drive
application is programmed to operate wheel motors to achieve
the driving proﬁle. Our motor control (λ1 ) depends on the
PID controller to achieve the required speed, and its control
interval (T1d ), maximum acceleration time (time to achieve the
target speed, Ld1 ), and the maximum power (P1s ) are 5s, 1s, and
12W, respectively. To reﬂect various user applications, we also
ran applications that sporadically actuate motors (λ4 and λ5 ).
Some applications actuate stepper motors to control position
(λ2 ), while others (λ3 ) use thermal ﬁns to regulate temperature
for system thermal stability. The power demand operations are
shown in Table II.

Required power demand operations
Available HESS configuration

Schedulability analysis (Sec. III & IV)

T s (s)
6
6
1.5

The evaluation process used

A. Prototype design
We have built a prototype which is equipped with wheels,
wheel motors, stepper motors, coolers and a HESS including
a pack of lithium-ion batteries, a pack of UCs, an RBS and
solar panels as shown in Fig. 5. The required power demand
operations and speciﬁcations of energy sources/storage are
detailed in Tables I and II, and the supplementary ﬁle [1]. We
can determine the parameters of power-demand operations and
power-supply sources from their power demand/supply proﬁles
and speciﬁcations. Based on the parameters, we determine
the optimal number of batteries achieving a power-supply
guarantee for the system via the power guarantee analysis in
Sections IV and V. We have then executed various sequences
of operations while recording battery states to evaluate the
proposed system.

B. Evaluation results
Our ofﬂine power-supply guarantee analysis and online
power management are evaluated in terms of power guarantee
and the amount of energy dissipation reduction, respectively.
1) Ofﬂine power-supply guarantee analysis: As mentioned
in the description of our prototype, we schedule the ﬁve operations using the three scheduling frameworks in Sections IV,
V-B and V-C, and record the minimum battery capability
needed to pass the power guarantee analysis, as follows.

1) System architecture of the prototype: The architecture
is required to execute operations of user applications or the
system maintenance, and assign the available resources for
their execution. Our prototype system consists of a single
master and multiple local controllers. The master controller is
responsible for scheduling real-time operations using scheduling frameworks in Sections IV and V, and sending messages
to the local controller over the CAN bus [40]. Several Arduino
boards are used as local controllers to actuate sub-devices
according to the messages from the master controller. Our
HESS consists of lithium-ion batteries (Γbat ), UCs (ΓUC ),
switched-mode converters, regenerative braking system (Γ3 ),
solar panels (Γ1 , Γ2 ), and controllers that can monitor the state
of the HESS and communicate with the master controller, all
of which are detailed in the supplementary ﬁle [1]. The master
controller can also regulate power supply of each energy
storage via the converter control. Table I shows power supply
models from renewable energy sources.

•

PS1: the minimum required battery capability under
the scheduling framework in Section IV (no additional
renewable power sources),

•

PS2-UNI: the minimum required battery capability
under the scheduling framework in Section V-B (uniform supply approach with renewable sources), and

•

PS2-DED: the minimum required battery capability
under the scheduling framework in Section V-C (dedicated supply approach with renewable sources).

Fig. 6 shows the battery power proﬁle under the scheduling
framework in Section IV. As references, we compare PS1 with
MAX and AVG,
the sum of the maximum power
which denote
d
demand (i.e.,
λi ∈λ Pi ), and the average of the maximum

Pid ·Ldi
power demand (i.e.,
λi ∈λ Tid ). AVG could not supply
the sufﬁcient power in the worst case, because most electric
systems do not require power constantly. While MAX and PS1
guarantee power capability only with the battery pack, PS1
(34.8W) reduces the required battery capability, compared

5 The amount of energy Γ
UC (the energy buffer) should supply at t for an
ofﬂine power guarantee is already ﬁgured in X.
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App 1

App 3

Sys 1

Schemes
PS2-UNI & BE
PS2-UNI & OPM
PS2-DED & BE
PS2-DED & OPM

Sys 3

Master controller
CAN bus

TABLE III.

Driver

Power (W)

Fig. 5.

Driver

Driver

DC bus

DC/DC
Converter

DC/DC
Converter

Discharge current (mA)

Local
controllers
(ECUs)
DC/DC
Converter

Prototype overview
Power demand from model
Real power demand

50
40
30
20
10
0

UNI
GRD Ibat
PS2-UNI-BE

UNI
OPM Ibat
PS2-UNI-OPM

(2) High power
demand

3000

(1) Low power
demand

2000

1000
0
0

Required battery power capability by

AVERAGE DISCHARGE STRESS ENERGY DISSIPATION P L O S S
Power demand

4000

Ploss (mW )
526
352
390
334

50

Time (100ms)

100

150

Fig. 7. Battery discharge current proﬁle under PS2-UNI & BE and PS2UNI & OPM, which shows that our online power management helps reduce
peak battery discharge current considering energy generation rate and power
demand history

MAX ( 40.8W )
PS1 ( 34.8W )
AVG ( 16.5W )

Time (100ms)
0

50

100

On the other hand, if we compare the underlying scheduling frameworks, PS2-DED outperforms PS2-UNI. However,
the gap between the two is signiﬁcantly reduced if we apply
OPM (352 versus 334, as opposed to 526 versus 390). This
also substantiates the effectiveness of OPM in reducing energy
dissipation.

Fig. 6. Power demand proﬁle when the battery pack is the sole power supply

to MAX (40.8W). Note that PS1 can be used as a battery
capability when it is difﬁcult to estimate power supply from
renewable energy sources.
When it comes to PS2-UNI and PS2-DED, they further
reduce the required battery capability (consuming 29.7W and
25.3W, respectively). Between the two, PS2-DED is the most
reasonable for a power guarantee, in that it can reduce the
required battery capability by 38%, compared to MAX, a naive
approach without utilizing renewable energy sources.

VIII.

C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a power scheduling
framework—as a guideline for the design of a HESS—that
ensures power sufﬁciency for the worst-case power demand
and supply. To improve the runtime performance of the HESS
further, we have also designed an online power management
framework that utilizes the surplus energy from a real-time
power supply, reducing the battery’s peak power and hence
extending its lifetime. We have validated the design with
a HESS-powered prototype system running realistic applications, demonstrating power sufﬁciency with a lower-cost HESS
and higher energy-efﬁciency.

2) Online power management: We now compare the average dissipation power in batteries during an operation interval
[0, 600), under our online power management (OPM) and
the best-effort approach (BE) that enforces the use of buffer
energy as long as energy remains in the buffer. Since we have
two scheduling frameworks for buffer usage, we have four
approaches to compare: PS2-UNI & BE, PS2-UNI & OPM,
PS2-DED & BE and PS2-DED & OPM.
Note the average dis tmax
1
s
sipation is calculated by Ploss = tmax
Pbat-loss
(t) dt =
0
 tmax 2
1
Ibat (t) · Rbat (t) dt, as mentioned in Section III.
tmax 0

In future, we would like to develop a design framework
for general energy storage systems based on a power guarantee
analysis. It will search for the optimal conﬁgurations of energy
storage systems at their design or replacement time while
considering power demand history and power supply’s stateof-health. We also plan to build a power/energy management
system that not only schedules power demand and supply, but
also monitors and pro/diagnoses energy storages/sources.

Table III shows the energy dissipation during the operation
interval. For a given underlying scheduling framework, OPM
signiﬁcantly reduces the energy dissipation over BE. That
is, under PS2-UNI and PS2-DED, the amounts of energy
dissipation reduction by OPM over BE are 33.1% and 14.4%,
respectively. This observation can be explained using Fig. 7
that presents the battery discharge current proﬁle under PS2UNI & BE and PS2-UNI & OPM. From the ﬁgure, we can
easily observe that PS2-UNI & BE fails to supply power when
the peak current occurs, while PS2-UNI & OPM effectively
reduces the peak current. For example, if we focus on a time
instant that exhibits the highest peak current (around t = 90),
PS2-UNI & OPM successfully reduces the peak current, while
PS2-UNI & BE cannot. This is because PS2-UNI & BE
consumes much energy when power demand is low (around
t = 80), as shown in the ﬁgure.
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